“Fake News” Plot Destroying US Was
Devised By General Robert Otto Of US State
Department Intelligence Unit And Russian
Valery Solovei
Revealed by Sorcha Faal & Zero Hedge
An absolutely mind blowing Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MoFA)
report circulating in the Kremlin today states that recently
hacked US Department of State (DoS) emails have stunningly
revealed that the Russia hysteria being whipped up in the
United States by its “fake news” mainstream media was wholly
created and initiated by a Russian scholar named Valery
Solovei [Валерий Соловей] who is a professor and head of the
public relations department at the Moscow State Institute Of
International Relations (MGIMO)—which is an academic
institution run by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and dubbed
the “Harvard of Russia” by Henry Kissinger. [Note: Some
words and/or phrases appearing in quotes in this report are
English language approximations of Russian words/phrases
having no exact counterpart.]

According to this report, on 10 July, an anonymous hacker
going by the name of “Johnnie Walker” posted on the pastebin

[a type of web application where users can store plain text]
website Pastebin.com two years worth of hacked emails
belonging to US Air Force Lieutenant General Robert P. “Bob”
Otto—whom Newsweek Magazine describes as “probably the
top intelligence guy in the entire U.S. government on Russia”,
but with their refusing to name him for what they claim is
“national security purposes” in their 14 July article titled “'Top'
Russian Intelligence Expert's Emails to CIA Officers Hacked:
Report”.
Foreign Policy magazine, likewise, on 14 July, in their article
titled “Private Email of Top U.S. Russia Intelligence Official
Hacked”, this report continues, refused to name General Otto
stating that they were not identifying him at the US Department
of State’s request—and who shamelessly attempted to blame
Russia for this hack by citing a Crimea news report that
mentioned it, but their failing to inform their readers that
Pastebin.com (which published these hacked emails) is a Dutch
company, and their further lying to their American readers by
stating that General Otto worked for the US State Department,
when they knew he was only a part of an interagency working
group they had called the Bureau of Intelligence and Research
(INR).
In the preface posted on Pastebin.com to these hacked emails,
this report details, the hacker “Johnnie Walker” stated about
them:
“Perhaps you know that the U.S. State Department has a direct
bearing on the agenda formation not only at home but
throughout the world.
Now you can make sure it's true. Let me show you the
correspondence between the Deputy Chief of Staff for
Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance Agency Robert
P. Otto and his colleagues, CIA officers and other intelligence
agencies, as well as representatives of mainstream media,
NGOs, international funds and think tanks.
With the respect for privacy I've deleted his correspondence
with his wife and relatives. The rest of emails will give evidence
of who is responsible for different information campaigns, the
so-called mythmaking and essentially engaged in the
promotion of "American values" throughout the world.”

Lieutenant General Robert P. “Bob” Otto, whose emails were
hacked by “Johnnie Walker”, this report details, was the US Air
Force's senior intelligence officer as the Deputy Chief of Staff
for Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance—but who
suddenly retired, on 31 December 2016, prior to President
Donald Trump taking office and his being named to the Board
of Directors of the Black Hills Corporation.
Important to note about the Black Hills Corporation, this report
says, is that it has 169 billion cubic feet in oil and gas reserves
(76% of which is natural gas) located in New Mexico, Colorado
and Wyoming that it has no market for—unless it can displace
Russian gas reserves provided to the European Union.
Of critical importance to note in the hacked emails of General
Otto, this report details, is his and his cohort’s hatred of former
US Secretary of State John Kerry, whom they refereed to as an
“idiot”—and his receiving monthly reports from Russian
scholar Valery Solovei.
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Valery Solovei, this report further details, is widely known
within the MoFA and MGIMO for his anti-Putin, anti-Russia, and
communist ideology—and who had proclaimed former
President Barack Obama as being a “weak leader”, with his,
also, asserting that President Trump, as a “strong leader”,
could apply pressure on Russia to oust President Putin.
Valery Solovei’s constant pronouncements and predictions that
Russia’s government will fail, this report continues, have, of
course, never been true as President Putin’s popularity remains
the highest in the world at 82%--thus leading MoFA analysts to
comb through his monthly email exchanges with General Otto
to discover what exactly they were corresponding about.
And to what these MoFA analysts discovered Valery Solovei
and General Otto had been discussing in their emails is nothing
short of mind blowing—and shockingly proves, beyond all
doubt, that America’s mainstream “fake news” media have
initiated a plot to manipulate their citizens using a master plan
created by Valery Solovei.
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According to this report, MoFA analysts discovered that
General Otto had first contacted (by email) Valery Solovei in
late 2014—which is important to note as it was but months after
Valery Solovei had given his infamous lecture at MGIMO
describing how the media could manipulate their audience,
with his stating at the time (click HERE for video):
“Television determines the agenda...the methods that I am
talking about create a world view, something that's called a
“reality”...a reality is created for us....and if we see this reality
the way it is brought to us by television, then we act in
accordance with this reality”.
Valery Solovei, this report continues, further added how this
media manipulation works by his stating:
“Chaos is the key word...all of it is done to create a stable
association in our minds...it is an old mythologem -- Chaos as a
protoplasm from which the gods will then create the
world…and it absolutely does not matter how much the real
picture corresponds with the media picture.
An overwhelming majority of television viewers have never
been and will never travel there. And they make their judgment
based on the television picture and not on what happens in
reality”.

With the hacker “Johnnie Walker” stating in his preface to the
release of General Otto’s emails that communications were
discovered between him and “CIA officers, other intelligence
agencies,
representatives of mainstream media, NGOs,
international funds and think tanks”, this report stunningly
states, these emails show that all of these parties collaborated
with Valery Solovei to create one of the most sophisticated
“fake news/false reality” schemes ever enacted against a
democratic government such as the United States.
Using Valery Solovei’s media manipulation schemes, this
report explains, General Otto, as these hacked emails show
[Warning: It is against US Federal law for government
employees, military personal or government contractors to
view these emails], incestuously colluded with the Obama
regime, the Hillary Clinton campaign, numerous Democratic
Party leaders, George Soros, various leftist/liberal think tanks,
and the heads of NBC, CBS, ABC, CNN, The New York Times,
The Washington Post—and too many other parties to
mention—to foist upon the American people the “false reality”
that Russia was their mortal enemy—and even worse, that
President Trump was a Russian agent too.

In fact, this report notes, the ONLY American mainstream
media organizations not being a part of General Otto and Valery
Solovei’s “false reality” scheme were Fox News, Circa and the
McClatchy News Service—as well as other so called
“conservative” and “alternative” US news organizations.
To the damage done to the American people by this General
Otto-Valery Solovei “false reality” plot to demonize Russia, and
by extension destroy President Trump and the United States
too, this report concludes, it is incalculable at this time to fully
determine, but with one MoFA analyst grimly proposing that
President Trump is fast nearing a grave decision like President
Abraham Lincoln had to make in order protect America—and
whom, at the most perilous time in American history during the
Civil War, ordered over 300 of his own Union newspapers shut
down, ordered the suspension of habeas corpus and arrested
more than 14,000 Union political prisoners, and on 18 May
1864, issued an Executive Order titled “Arrest and
Imprisonment of Irresponsible Newspaper Reporters and
Editors”, and whose words echo into these very times:
Major-General John A. Drx,
Commanding at New York:
Whereas there has been wickedly and traitorously printed and
published this morning in the New York World and New York
Journal of Commerce, newspapers printed and published in the
city of New York, a false and spurious proclamation purporting

to be signed by the President and to be countersigned by the
Secretary of State, which publication is of a treasonable nature,
designed to give aid and comfort to the enemies of the United
States and to the rebels now at war against the Government
and their aiders and abettors, you are therefore hereby
commanded forthwith to arrest and imprison in any fort or
military prison in your command the editors, proprietors, and
publishers of the aforesaid newspapers, and all such persons
as, after public notice has been given of the falsehood of said
publication, print and publish the same with intent to give aid
and comfort to the enemy; and you will hold the persons so
arrested in close custody until they can be brought to trial
before a military commission for their offense. You will also
take possession by military force of the printing establishments
of the New York World and Journal of Commerce, and hold the
same until further orders, and prohibit any further publication
therefrom.
A. LINCOLN.
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